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Self-propelled Seeding Machine

Functions of the seeder SD 700
The Rotadairon® SD 700 is a self-propelled seeding machine designed for precision 
seeding, seed burial and field filling.
The Rotadairon® SD 700 can be used to sow the majority of grass varieties such as 
bluegrass, red fescue, ray grass, etc…
Reliable, handy and efficient, it allows you to sow quickly and effortlessly.
The metal mesh roller, at the front, wafts the soil. Then the seed drill deposits the 
seeds. Then the rotor claws the soil. Finally the smooth roller at the back compacts 
the soil ideally to obtain a good germination and avoid the marking of the steps of 
the user.
The Rotadairon® SD 700 is driven by the rear packer roller.

Quality of service
A large stock of spare parts is permanently maintained at our factory. Our partners 
have online tools and quick access to manufacturer information.
Maintain the quality and performance of your Rotadairon® by using only original 
parts.

Machine SD 700
Seeding width 700 mm (27’’ 1/2)

Total width 860 mm (33’’ 3/4)

Front roller type Metal mesh

Front roller diameter 330 mm (13’’)

Rear roller type Smooth

Rear roller diameter 330 mm (13’’)

Weight 232 Kg (512 lb)

Transport dimension
w x L x H

860 mm x 1200 mm x 1310 mm 
(33’’ 7/8 x 47’’ 1/4 x 51’’ 5/8)

Motorization
Engine type Honda thermal gas engine 4.5 HP

Engine air cleaner Oil bath air cleaner

Transmission 4 forward speeds, 1 reverse

Seeder
Type of seed drill Stainless steel gravity seed drill

Seed rate adjustement Adjustment dial 0 to 6

Seed rate calibration Calibration bucket

Seed drill capacity 55 liters (14,5 US gal)

Options - Double rear metal mesh roller
- Double rear smooth roller
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1  Oil bath filter
2  Parking brake lever
3  Gearshift
4  Hour meter, tachometer
5  Seed level indicator

7  Calibration device
6  Seed flow adjustment

8  Pedal for engaging the seed burying rotor
9  Seed burying rotor
10  Option : Double rear metal mesh roller
11  Option : Double rear smooth roller


